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2015-12-07 Stand Up Meeting notes
Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Brock Angelo    

Edgar F. Black    

Rob Kooper
PEcAn

VM release 1.4.5 for AGU
Clowder/SEAD

Import extractors as JSON-LD
Import example space from SEAD

Clowder/SEAD
Import extractors as JSON-LD
Import example space from SEAD
Import medici-michigan

BD
update toolcatalog

Jong Lee
NIST-CORE NIST-CORE

USDA

Rui Liu
BD: Review Inna's Tool Catalog pull request, TC
/Elasticity integration development
Earthcube: special project meeting, unit annotation.

BD:
Reviewed Inna's Tool Catalog pull request.
TC/Elasticity integration development: made good progress 
in implementing the elasticity listener thread.
Discovered a bug in re-reading the config file, where adding
/updating worked but removing existing content did not take 
effect. Fixed it.

Earthcube:
Had a special project meeting with an external collaborator 
(Tanu at U Chicago).
Finished unit annotation (created PR, reviewed by Luigi, 
merged and deployed to dev and prod machines).
Started datetime annotation.

Kenton 
McHenry BD Tools Catalog developments

NDS Arch
NDS Staffing
MBDH

NDS Staffing
MBDH
NDS Arch
BD Tools Catalog developments

Christopher 
Navarro BD - investigate adding endpoint to clowder that can 

generate datawolf workflows
NIST - review pull requests, continue working on 
Tornado scenario event
CyberSEES - provide feedback as needed for GI 
Designer & help Barbara's student with performance 
report workflow

BD - started on BD-886
NIST - reviewed pull requests, fixed build with bamboo 
transitioning to use JDK 1.8, continued working on Tornado 
scenario event
CyberSEES - provided some feedback on GI Designer, need to 
run latest and review it

Luigi Marini
BD API Gateway
SEAD 2.0 Beta
Clowder 1.0-RC

 

Michal 
Ondrejcek SEAD - version 3 - JIRA ( , , CATS-304 CATS-101 CATS

)-236
SEAD - version 3 - JIRA show permissions per space (

)CATS-256
MWRD - finish Storm table and string etc.

DONE
DONE but unresolved, we need to discuss what to show; a role or 
permissions
DONE
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Smruti Padhy
BD

File manager extension
Chi elevation profile

SDN
Journal paper writing
Flow table rules installation

BD - File Manager Extension
C# tutorial, exploring the components needed for the 
extension
Exploring IronPython, written small console and windows 
form application using it

SDN
Had discussion on Journal paper outline
Studied the open-flow specification and flow table rules 
installation steps.

 

Sandeep 
Puthanveetil 
Satheesan

BD
Try reinstalling OpenCV and FFMPEG in 
Greenfield from the scratch and see if it works
Discuss about the approaches for communication 
between Local node, HPC, and RabbitMQ

Implement the decided approach
DEBOD

Complete flattening of images algorithm
VAT

Meeting stuff

BD
Completed re-installation of OpenCV and FFMPEG in 
Greenfield
Discussed about the approaches for communication 
between Local node, HPC, and RabbitMQ

DEBOD
Looked into Leptonica for De-warping of images
Worked on fixing some issues with the current algorithm

VAT
Presented the latest updates to the team
Instance updates

Inna Zharnitsky
Add badges to tool-catalog, each level should have 
badge of a specific color
Interface changes - make sure when uploading files for 
new interface, button is the same size as input text.
Tool catalog - continue working on cases where user 
removes several files.

Color-specific badges - done
Interface changes - button and input text - started work
Removing multiple files - in progress

Marcus 
Slavenas Forgot to enter this section at beginning of week GLTG

advisory board meeting
continue ingestion, gap filling, load, and cumulative load 
parsing

BD
green index circle very near done

IARP
refactoring image fetcher: diacritics removal, datasets names 
by photographer
discussions with Jong, Michael, Brock, Smruti for planning 
development of web app for analyzing metadata

Indira 
Gutierrez Polo CyberSEES

Keep updating execution flow based on Chris 
feedback

SEAD
Fix & Update pull request
Add https to post and matchmaker
Fix the context for ORE map as requested.

CyberSEES
Keep updating execution flow based on Chris feedback

SEAD
Fix & Update pull request
Add https to post and matchmaker
Fix the context for ORE map as requested.

Friday Half Sick day

Jason Votava
Brown Dog

Out reach contacts
NIST

Set availability for thrust 2 workshop
GLTG

Demo support
MWRD

Data ingestion follow up
NCSA

Onboarding Beyond draft review

Brown Dog
Contacted iRODS

NIST
Thrust 2 dates are set, working on travel budget proposal

GLTG
Have list of attendees for Dec 17 demo
Transition for Ted handled

MWRD
All team meeting to discuss data ingestion next tuesday

NCSA
Onboarding draft comments submitted
Steering team load balancing started
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Yong Wook 
Kim Fix ERGO-337 Electric power utility damage analysis 

error in loading certain dataset
Fix ERGO-272 Error in Hazus Aggregated Pipeline 
Damage
Fix ERGO-277 Number format exception when clicking 
on scenario viewer dataset

Reviewed ERGO-325, creating plug-in point for tornado analysis
Reviewed ERGO-337, error in earthquake hazard loading by 
empty unit.
Fixed ERGO-341, fixing USGS earthquake data endpoint and 
format
Fixed ERGO-333, loading network error for name mismatch 
between node and link
Working on ERGO-272, bug in hazus aggregated pipeline damage
Working on NIST-30, processing Centerville building file attribute 
field.

Omar Elabd
Survey Results Document
RDF

Survey Results
Reviewed Pull Request
Started on RDF Converter
Out Friday

Yan Zhao
SEAD

error page
MSC

link svm result together
hard negative mining & ada boosting

SEAD
error page (not finished)
render URLs in description of dataset
width of tag in dataset
btn-link for "All files" of dataset

MSC
link svm result together
hard negative mining

Maxwell 
Burnette
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